Mission Statement
Our goal is to provide our customers with quality solutions that ensure value for their total manufacturing and assembly needs.

Satisfied Customers
Some of the many clients who speak highly of our work include:

Award Winning
Proud recipient of 100 Fastest Growing Companies in Oregon awarded by Portland Business Journal.

Valued Partnerships
CCM maintains relationships with skilled partners who produce engineering prototypes. They specialize in fixture designs and wire EDM utilizing PRO-E-CAD designs enabling our customers a one-stop assembly shop experience.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
One Stop Electronic, Mechanical and Custom Wiring Assembly Experts

“ Our business unit has relied on the flexibility and responsive “can do” drive of Custom Contract Manufacturing to support our unplanned needs in the areas of new product development.

The board capabilities offered by CCM, coupled with attention to detail makes them an ideal choice supporting our time-to-market requirements. ”

- Factory Program Manager
Intel Corporation
Flexible and Innovative Solutions for Your Business Needs

Custom Contract Manufacturing’s experienced staff works with customers ranging from individuals needing a few prototypes to companies requiring tens of thousands of parts per month.

We pride ourselves on being flexible and responsive to our customers’ changing needs. CCM is dedicated to producing pieces that showcase attention to detail and high quality workmanship.

What Makes CCM Different

- No job is too small
- Quick turnarounds
- Competitive pricing
- Convenient pick-up and delivery service to save you time

Electronic Services

- Circuit board assembly, SMT and thru hole prototype and production
- Product repair and rework of circuit board assemblies including: SMT and thru hole
- MOD changes and wiring
- Testing and inspections

Electromechanical Services

- Battery pack assemblies
- Box build: Final producton assembly
- Cable and harness assemblies

Mechanical Services

- Adhesive applications
- Bar coding
- Fulfillment capabilities
- Drilling and tapping: Low and high-volume
- Pad printing

What Makes CCM Different

- Precision milling: Prototyping and production
- Product kitting: Ready-to-assemble kits
- Silk screening
- Spot welding
- Ultrasonic welding
  - Sonic welding
  - Sonic insertion
  (Metal inserts)
  - Sonic staking
  - Sonic spot welding

Engineering Services

- Documentation
- Engineering support
- Fixture design
- Reverse engineering
- Wire EDM utilizing PRO-E CAD design

Consulting Services

- Assembly and quality systems
- Engineering
- Design manufacturing layout
- Manufacturing production